FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

True Temper 3 for 3 in FedExCup Playoffs;  
Project X HZRDUS Wins 5th Straight Tour Event

MEMPHIS, Tenn. (September 12, 2016) — Shafts by True Temper continued to dominate the FedExCup Playoffs this past weekend with a win at the BMW Championship, while Project X HZRDUS locked up its fourth straight WEB.COM TOUR event and fifth straight professional tour event.

The BMW Championship winner, and current FedExCup leader, trusted Dynamic Gold in his irons for his third win this PGA TOUR season.

With Project X HZRDUS Black in all of his woods, the DAP Champion beat out his competition in a four-way playoff to secure his 2016-2017 PGA TOUR card. In addition to the winner’s circle, Project X HZRDUS was the #1 driver shaft model in play at this weekend’s WEB.COM Tour event.

What’s in the Bag:

- The BMW Championship winner’s bag: Dynamic Gold Tour Issue X100 (3-PW)
- 75% of the field at the BMW Championship has shafts by True Temper in the bag
- The DAP Championship winner’s bag: HZRDUS Black 85 (driver and 4-wood)
- #1 driver shaft at the DAP Championship; 24 shafts in play
- #2 wood shaft at the DAP Championship; 54 shafts in play
- HZRDUS Model breakdown at the DAP Championship:
  - 19 HZRDUS Black in play
  - 5 HZRDUS Red in play
  - 15 HZRDUS Yellow in play
  - 15 HZRDUS T100 prototypes in play

Find more information about all Dynamic Gold shafts at www.truetemper.com. Follow “TrueTemperGolf” on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.

Find more information about HZRDUS at www.pxshaft.com. Follow “ProjectXGolf” on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
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ABOUT TRUE TEMPER

The leading manufacturer of golf shafts in the world, True Temper Sports is consistently the number one shaft on all professional tours globally. The company markets a complete line of shafts under the True Temper®, Grafalloy® and Project X® shaft brands, and sells these brands in more than 30 countries throughout the world. True Temper Sports is proudly represented by more than 1,000 individuals in ten facilities located in the United States, Europe, Japan, China and Australia. For more information, visit www.truetemper.com.
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